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RFP 

 
Roosevelt High School 

Request for Formation Proposal 
 
 

CULTURAL EXPERIENCE AND CREATIVE ARTS ACADEMY 
 
 
CECA ACADEMY FACULTY 

NAME SUBJECT CREDENTIAL 
1.  Aguirre, Isabel - LEAD English BCLAD 
2.  Ballard, D Art  
3.  Ceballos, Candelario Music  
4.  Diaz, Diana Counselor  
5.  Dominguez, D Physical Education  
6.  Fernandez, John History  
7.  Galvan, F Life Skills, Drama  
8.  Gonzalez,  Science  
9.  Jauregui, Patricia English  
10.  Jayasinghe, R Computer Science  
11.  Knight, Pamela English  
12.  Lee, J Mathematics  
13.  Miller, Rahkmana English  
14.  Nuanes,  Mathematics  
15.  Villavazo – Bañuelos, K English  
 
Ideal Number of Students 
 9th – 90  10th – 90  11th – 90  12th - 90 
 
 
I.  Unifying Vision and Identity 

Students enrolled in the Creative Arts & Cultural Experience Small Learning 
Community will develop literacy and critical thinking skills needed to meet 
the state standards as the teachers use the creative arts to foster intellectual 
development and personal growth by reflecting on human experience.  This 
will be accomplished by establishing a collaborative environment between 
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the teachers, students, and parents in which the SLC will nourish social 
understanding and leadership skills needed to advance toward a highly 
skilled career and/or four year college by offering A-G required electives. 
 
Our SLC will consist of approximately 350 – 400 students.   
 
As a primary goal of the SLC is to build a strong sense of community, SLC 
identity and enhance personalization, our students will take 90% of their 
classes in our SLC, including all their core classes.   
 
 
 
II.  Rigorous Standards-Based Curriculum, Instruction and 
Assessment 
 
Students will work on a rigorous curriculum with core and elective classes in 
English, Math, Science, Foreign Language, Art and Physical Education to 
fulfill the A-G requirements.  SLC teacher members will provide both 
content-specific lessons and inter-disciplinary thematic units to facilitate 
student comprehension, build critical thinking skills and develop creative 
performance skills.  Under the guiding vision of cultural experiences and 
creative arts, SLC teacher members will emphasize the importance of 
interpreting experience through creative assessment that will link members, 
both students and teachers, through joint studies, projects, activities and 
programs. 
 
The core curriculum will integrate creative art history and application as it 
pertains to each core subject.  Through active use of these connections, 
students will apply this learned knowledge to creative and performance 
assessments, which will result in the implementation of rigorous, pre, 
through, and post activities, reflections, student self-assessment and 
culminating projects. 
As students move through the CECA Academy, they will develop their 
creative and critical thinking skills.  Our 9th graders will be introduced to the 
Visual Arts through thematic units, team teaching projects, and academy 
designed assessment across the curriculum.  They will begin their creative 
arts curricular strand by learning Photoshop, the basics of digital 
photography, creating a basic photography portfolio and how to provide 
written and oral critical analyses of professional art work as well as their 
own. 
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10th graders will then be introduced to the creative writing process through 
the integration and orchestration of curriculum that invites students to 
develop writing products and portfolios that meet standard requirements.  In 
addition, these students will continue to develop their creative arts and 
technological skills by an Advanced Digital Photography Workshop as well 
as integrating the basic of video production and learning how to use Final 
Cut Pro and iMovie, resources permitted. 
11th graders will be asked to develop performances to further their education 
in the creative arts as well as meet California Creative Art Subject Matter 
Standards.  These students will be expected to produce a couple of assigned 
videos as well as design a project of their own. 
Finally, our graduating 12th graders will synthesize their work and 
knowledge by developing a portfolio and final piece for academy showcase.  
The final piece will be a multi-media project that integrates the traditional 
and technological art skills the students have learned throughout their years 
in the academy. 
 
The following will be implemented in all aspects, resources permitted. 
 
 
 

GRADE LEVEL 
 

 
CURRICULUM FOCUS 

 
PERFORMANCE 
ASSESSMENT 

 
 

9TH Grade 

• Introduction to the SLC 
• Introduction to the Arts 
• Introduction to Critical 

Theories 
• Cross Curricular 

Lessons integrating the 
Visual Arts as they 
relate to all subject 
matter standards. 

• Introduction to digital 
photography and 
PhotoShop 

• Critical Paper 
• Visual Arts presentation 

for all courses aligned 
with California Art 
Standards and specific 
Subject matter standards 

• Basic digital 
photography portfolio 

• Participating in Year 
End Showcase 

10th Grade 
 
 
 
 
 

• Take PSAT (English 
Requirement) 

• Introduction to Creative 
Writing 

• Advanced Digital 
Photography 

• Introduction to Video 

• Oral and Written 
Critical Analysis 

• Creative Writing pieces 
to be included in student 
portfolio 

• Participation in Student 
Showcase either in 
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production 
• Introduction to Critical 

Theories 
• Introduction to 

Professional 
Practitioners 

• Emphasis on writing 
and reading 
comprehension in all 
subject matter 
classrooms 

• Cross Curriculum 
Lessons focused on the 
application and 
interpretation of the 
written word in al. 
forms 

• CAHSEE Preparation 
• Begin Personal 

Statement (English 
Requirement) 

spoken word 
performance or student 
publication 

• Digital Photography 
Portfolio 

11th Grade • Take SAT (English 
Requirement) 

• Advanced Video 
Production 

• Introduction to 
Performance Arts 

• Introduction to Critical 
Theories 

• Complete Personal 
Statement 

• College Preparation 
• Peer Mentoring 

Instruction/Application 

• Critical Analyses of 
various performance 
forms including dance, 
theatre, spoken word, 
film, and music. 

• Participating in 
performance piece that 
will be features in 
showcase. 

12th Grade • Consolidation and 
Culmination of Creative 
Process 

• Critical Study Project of 
student selected art form 
through subject matter 
emphasis 

• College Preparation 
• Professional Preparation 
• Community Project 
• Mentoring Application 

• Creative Analysis 
• Completion of Senior 

Creative Portfolio 
• Community Service 

Involvement 
• Mentoring Involvement 
• Organization of SLC 

Showcase as well as 
presenting Final work. 
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and Reflection 
• Apply to a minimum of 

ONE: CSU, UC & 
Private Institution 

Intervention 
There are a variety of programs and strategies to assist students who are not 
succeeding.  These programs and strategies are both imbedded in the 
structure of our SLC curriculum and offered after school as additional 
resources.  The Lead Teacher and Counselor discuss the need for 
intervention based on classroom grades, tests scores and teacher feedback.  
Our teachers address these issues within their classroom context but if this is 
not sufficient or effective there are other options.  The next level of response 
is for the student to attend after school tutoring.  Our Lead Teacher and 
Counselor work with CECA teachers to establish and coordinate an after 
school tutoring program.  If students require additional help, they maybe 
recommended to Beyond the Bell Classes or Adult School, especially if they 
need to make up classes to meet graduation requirements. They may also 
attend intersession classes. 
 
We have many programs and instructional adaptations in place to support 
the various learning needs of ours students.  For students whose skills are 
limited, we have double period English classes, and additional math 
sections.  For those more able students, we have single sections.  We have 
honors classes for our highly able students.  In addition, our teachers have 
been trained in sheltered instruction methodologies to more effectively teach 
ELL students.  Our teachers meet regularly to discuss and evaluate the most 
effective teaching strategies to assist the learning of our students. 
 
 
III.  Equity and Access 
 
All students are welcomed to the Creative Experience & Creative           
Academy and invited to participate in our academically rigorous and 
creatively challenging curriculum.  All CECA SLC students will benefit 
from their membership in the academy by being introduced to other students 
through creative activities and projects, which build respect and 
understanding of diverse cultures and needs.  In collaboration with fellow 
SLCs on B track, entering students will be placed in SLCs.  Entering 
students will be equitably distributed by gender, reading levels and SES 
among SLCs as well as within CECA Academy and across CECA teachers.   
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In the 10th grade students will have the opportunity to change SLCs once 
based on their academic and professional interests.  This time line allows for 
students to get to know themselves in a high school context as well as to 
establish effective relationships with peers, teachers, counselors and 
administrators in SLCs and therefore they will make informed choices about 
SLC selection and career paths.  Although, the original placement of 
students allows SLCs to build more diverse groupings of students that may 
not have otherwise interacted with each other in the larger school 
environment, choice and diversity can be accommodated, developed and 
promoted.   
 
At the time of enrollment, students will be assessed and placed accordingly 
with teachers and programs that best meet their academic and cultural needs.  
Intervention programs will be designed and implemented at all grade levels 
to better prepare and support students for the rigorous creative curriculum of 
the SLC.  It is our expectation that with continued leadership and vision, and 
support by parents, administrators, district and teachers, these interventions 
programs a 100% retention rate as we help all our students toward 
graduation.   
 
Through Joint Projects and Cross-Grade Mentoring Programs, students from 
diverse subgroups will come together in response to specific learning needs 
and a rigorous, quality curriculum.  Joint projects will include Class Projects 
for Year-End showcase and building on quarterly themes developed by the 
Leadership Committee in answer to standards requirements.  Cross-Grade 
Mentoring Programs will have upper level students working with entering 
students to introduce them to important practices and procedures of the SLC 
and the general Roosevelt High School culture.  The Mentoring Program 
will also include tutoring sessions in conjunction with our intervention 
programs to help struggling student reach and surpass expectations as 
outlined by state standards.   
 
Students will have access to AP and Honors courses through the academy 
teachers (and only on a needs basis by other SLCs).  All CECA Academy 
students will have access to specific A-G electives classes that promote the 
skills and knowledge to enable them to successfully and meaningfully 
participate in academy assessments and creative showcases.   
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In collaboration with other Creative Arts and Technology academies at 
Roosevelt, the CECA Academy is developing a multimedia center in which 
students will have access to resources such as dedicated instructional 
materials, professional consultants, and equipment that will aid in their 
development of understanding and mastery of creative arts and technology 
skills.  It is a specific goal of the CECA Academy, to assist Roosevelt High 
School in becoming an APPLE Certified school in Photoshop Pro, Final Cut 
Pro, Illustrator and Audio.  
 
 
IV. Personalization 
 
The CECA Academy will stress interdisciplinary activities in order to 
develop personal and academic achievement.  Students will also take 
ownership of the SLC through leadership opportunities. 
Through participation in SLC activities, students will focus on academic 
advancements as well as self-discovery through the arts and cultural 
experiences. 
Advisory Program 
The purposes of the advisory program at Roosevelt High School are: 

1. to monitor academic achievement and to advise students about 
academic pathways and decisions, in order to prepare students for 
life transitions and post secondary opportunities; 

2. to encourage supportive peer relationships that respect difference 
and diversity; 

3. to promote character development and contemporary ethical 
issues; 

4. to help students learn problem solving and decision making skills 
as they work together and creatively on common activities to 
benefit the advisory group, the SLC the school and the community. 

 
Advisors 
The advisor is the person who is responsible for tracking and monitoring the 
progress of the student in all aspects of school life throughout their high 
school years.  The emphasis is on building relationships and supporting 
students’ health development – personally, academically, socially, 
emotionally, and ethically.  The advisor is an advocate and mentor who 
supports the student’s success in school and life. 
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Advisory is about student engagement and adult support, your relationship to 
the individual advisees and the group, and advisees relationships with each 
other. 
Expectations 

• Build a caring relationship with each of the students assigned to you. 
• Conduct regular one-on-one personal and academic conferences with 

each of your advisees (minimum of four times per year). 
• Offer academic advisement, support and encouragement. 
• Develop on-going rituals, routines, protocols, and activities that create 

a sense of belonging, safety, respect, group identity and group 
support. 

• Be knowledgeable and informed of academic requirements and 
policies relevant to all advisees. 

Responsibilities 
• Build a sense of community within the group; promote positive peer 

culture. 
• Connect with each advisee as an individual; regularly conferencing 

with the advisees. 
• Tracking of advisee’s progress in all areas of school life including 

academic, social, extra-curricular, service learning, etc. 
• Academic advisement – grade report conferences, goal –setting, 

coaching effective academic habits. 
• Made referrals for academic and/or personal support services. 

 
 
Individual Component 
Journals 

Keeping and sharing of personal images through individual journals in 
which students can elaborate on their visions in and out of school.  These 
journals can take several forms and work across genres.  Most 
importantly, they will allow students to build creative works on a 
personal level. 
 

Creative Arts Portfolio 
Students maintain and reflect on academic creative work throughout their 
highs school experience.  These are pieces that the students are invited to 
share with peers, teachers and college recruiters.  The portfolio will also 
form the basis for the professional portfolio that students can use to 
obtain internships and/or jobs post graduation. 
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Participation in Extracurricular Activities 

Students will participate in extracurricular activities in which they 
become more involved in their community.  These activities may 
include volunteer work, service groups, creative endeavors such as 
LA Writing Project and WriteGirl.  Participation is highly encouraged 
to help build self-awareness. 

 
Classroom Component 
Collaborative Projects 
Class Projects dedicated to one of the creative arts.  This could be done 
through advisories and/or through after school sponsored activities.  
Students will be encouraged to participate in creating and contributing to 
projects that heighten awareness of the SLC, school and community. 
 
Classroom Exhibits 
This consists of individual space for students to exhibit personal work.  
Students will be asked to bring and share personal pieces.  Classroom space 
and time will be designated for these presentations.  Teachers will provide 
support by providing students an appropriate forum in which to express 
thoughts and ideas. 
 
Classroom Visits 
Speakers and presentations aimed at improved academic results as well as 
the vision of our standards-based SLC.  These speakers and presentations 
will be used to inspire and motivate students to advance both their academic 
and creative work. 
 
SLC Component 
Orientation Assembly 
This assembly will aid in creating a learning environment to which students 
feel welcomed and respected.  This is an opportunity for the students to meet 
the entire staff of the SLC as well as to learn about the vision and 
expectations of the CECA Academy. 
 
CECA Assemblies 
These assemblies will be at least once every quarter.  The objective is to 
create a culture of participation and celebration of student work and 
accomplishments. 
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Field Trips 
An SLC wide field trip will be planned at least once per quarter.  These trips 
will include visits to a variety of exhibits, plays, studios, museums, festivals, 
etc. 
 
Common SLC Period 
Every student in the SLC should be in an SLC class at the same time at least 
one period a day.  This will take place in advisories but must also include at 
least one academic period.  This will facilitate SLC wide activities, 
presentations and assemblies. 
 
SLC Production/Showcase 
This is a year-end presentation of individual and class projects in which all 
students will be encouraged to participate.  The presentation will be for the 
entire school, SLC parents and related community organizations and 
members. 
 
SLC Weekly 
News about upcoming visits or trips, student achievements and any 
information on ongoing SLC and/or advisory projects.  
 
Student Leadership Committee (CAPA) 
This committee will consist of members from across grades.  The committee 
will have input in most if not all decisions concerning all activities and 
programs that affect the SLC and will convey all information to students 
through classroom presentations and/or the CECA weekly. 
 
Resource Center 
A central library and resource center for use by both students and instructors.  
It will include copies of texts and creative works that can be used by 
instructors or students as touchstone works for research and models for 
projects.  The Center will also be a clearinghouse for news about 
scholarships, intern programs, jobs, etc. that relate directly to the academic 
programs of our SLC.  Computers, video equipment and arts supplies will 
also be made available through the Center to any student and/or class in 
need. 
 
SLC Sponsored Clubs/Societies 
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Each instructor should mentor students in field(s) of their interest through 
clubs and programs.  These clubs/programs allow for teachers to develop 
and share their interests as well as work with students not necessarily in their 
academic classes. 
 
 
Short and Long Term Objectives 
Individualization of SLC Committee 
A committee will be formed which is committed to the business and mission 
of the SLC.  This committee will meet once a week beyond the monthly 
SLC meeting to discuss any developing business and/or concerns of the 
SLC. 
 
CAPA 
The SLC will provide continued support to the Student Leadership 
Committee (CAPA). 
 
SLC Wide Creative Projects 
Develop SLC wide Creative Projects such as CECA video contest to help 
publicize the SLC and its mission. 
 
Collaboration with other SLCs 
Collaborate with other Arts bases SLC on projects. 
 
Building Community Networks and Relationships 
Seek out relationships with professional organizations willing to sponsor 
activities and resources that students and instructors need to implement the 
activities of the SLC.  Also, develop avenues to help defer costs to the SLC 
for the community service projects. 
 
CECA Resource Center 
Begin to gather resources and information to set foundation for the SLC’s 
Resource Center. 
 
Parent Participation 
Promote parent and community support through Community Arts Projects, 
Advisory projects and SLC Community Service. 
 
V.  Accountability and Distributed Leadership 
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Lead Teacher 
• Create matrix, master schedule and placement of students in 

cooperation with the Academy counselor and SLC administrator. 
• Attend B-track and Academy leadership meetings 
• Coordinate, plan and facilitate Academy meetings, common planning 

time, and a monthly Academy faculty meeting. 
• Plan CECA interdisciplinary training, retreats, team building meetings 

and workshops 
• Attend student meetings 
• Coordinate an annual CECA award event (an academic showcase of 

student achievement). 
• Collect student data from the SIS office and use this data to inform 

intervention activities and to coordinate and facilitate effective CECA 
SLC responses. 

• Implement a CECA tutoring program and schedule. 
• Help organize, coordinate and promote contacts with parents (i.e., 

monthly meetings, annual parent conference and parent retreat). 
 
Counselor 

• Work with the Lead Teacher to create a master schedule. 
• Work with the Lead teacher to coordinate the placement of students. 
• Work with teachers, students and parent to ensure the proper 

placement and sequencing of students in an academic and career 
pathway. 

• Attend retreats and professional development meetings. 
• Help organize and coordinate contacts with parents. 
• Maintain appropriate liaison with the other SLC counselors and site 

level administrators to facilitate appropriate placement of students in 
SLC and campus wide classes. 

• Will run and advisory group according to the vision and purpose of 
the RHS Advisory and the CECA SLC. 

 
Students 

• Will learn to take responsibility for their learning by coming to class 
prepared to participate, completing homework and seeking help when 
needed. 

• Will have a portfolio showcasing academic achievement, artistry, 
individual interests, literacy, and mathematical and technological 
achievements. 
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• Will have an articulated goal and vision in her/his portfolio. 
• Will strive for a high attendance rate and will arrive at school on time 

with the materials and textbooks needed to ensure her/his academic 
success. 

• Will understand and participate in the creation of her/his schedule and 
selection of an academic and career pathway. 

• Will take responsibility for her/his literacy and take appropriate action 
to increase her/his literacy levels. 

• Will take mandated testing seriously and actively work to raise her/his 
test results. 

• Will take the PSAT, SAT, write a personal statement and apply to a 
minimum of one CSU campus, one UC campus and one private 
academic institution. 

• Will take responsibility for her/his literacy development and take 
effective measure to increase her/his literacy levels. 

• Will participate in tutoring and academic interventions that are 
provided to increase her/his academic success. 

• Will participate in CECA events, fieldtrips, and informational 
meetings. 

• Will participate in a monthly student council meeting. 
• Will help elect a student representative to represent their CECA 

advisory/homeroom class. 
• Will act as a liaison between parents, teachers and the SLC. 
• Will meaningfully engage in all advisory activities. 
• Will exercise a voice in issues pertaining to student achievement, SLC 

organization, fieldtrips, general SLC planning and functioning, 
Advisory and student opportunities. 

 
Teachers 

• Participate in planning and coordinating CECA interdisciplinary 
curriculum with other SLC teachers. 

• Participate in training necessary to facilitate and teach district 
curriculum and in particular CECA curriculum. 

• Participate in the selection of the Lead Teacher. 
• Work cooperatively with the counselor and Lead Teacher in the 

selection and placement of courses in the master schedule. 
• Work with the Counselor and Lead Teacher to insure that students are 

properly enrolled in classes that will contribute to the students’ 
achievement and success. 
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• Attend meetings with team members, other CECA members, 
counselors, parents, and students as needed and appropriate. 

• Plan and implement a rigorous, standards-based curriculum in every 
class, and provide at least one grade, rigorous, standards-based 
activity in every class every week. 

• Regularly communicate with the Counselor, students and parents 
about students’ achievements. 

• Regularly and systematically share information, as legally and 
ethically appropriate, on individual students so as to facilitate the 
implementation of appropriate academic intervention strategies. 

• Will run and advisory group according to the vision and purpose of 
the RHS Advisory and the CECA SLC. 

 
 
VI.  Collaboration – Parent and Community Engagement 
 
Students’ Role in Engagement Process 
• Student portfolios will reflect their ability to interpret human expression 

across the curriculum. 
• Produce creative projects based on their cumulative knowledge and 

experiences. 
• Strive for high attendance and arrive on time with textbooks and 

materials needed to insure success 
• Participate in tutoring and other intervention programs provided to 

increase academic success 
• Involved in decision making process as it relates to their needs 
• Report on events to parents and community via various media (e.g., 

CECA website, newsletters, etc.). 
• Develop knowledge and professional through participation in the creative 

community 
• Attend school regularly, participate in all classroom activities, make an 

active effort to meet the standards as set by the SLC, school and state. 
 
Teachers’ Role in Engagement Process 
• Regularly communicate with parents about student’s progress 
• Contact parents and invite them to Back-to-School Night, parent nights, 

conferences and SLC activities 
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• Guide and support students to increase their literacy skills through 
independent reading and writing 

• Prepare students for standards-based assessments 
• Design and implement standards-based lesson plans and thematic units 
• Collaborate with the SLC to develop and implement an interdisciplinary 

curriculum that is academic and performance based. 
• Participate in creating a learning environment that promotes the academic 

and personal wellbeing of all SLC students. 
 
Parents’ Role in Engagement Process 
• Attend SLC parent meetings and events 
• Respond to SLC communications in a timely manner 
• Take an active role in their student’s academic progress by monitoring 

student’s grades, attendance and homework, meeting regularly with 
counselor and teachers, and providing an appropriate environment in 
which student can study at home. 

• Assisting and participating in SLC field trips and activities 
 
Community’s Role in Engagement Process 
• SLC will work with community programs such as LA Writing Project, 

ArtSpace, Venice 826, SPARC as well as various museums’ and 
performance art centers’ educational programs to provide our students 
with exposure to cultural and art forms to which they may not have 
access 

• Creative Professional will be recruited to work with SLC students and 
staff to help build relationships outside the classroom that may result in 
post-graduation employment opportunities. 

• Internships will be pursued and after school workshops will be provided 
to give students full access to these professionals and the knowledge and 
talent they will bring to the academy. 

 
 
VII.  Professional Development 
 
Professional Development is a continuing and critical activity for the CECA 
Academy members.   
The CECA Academy will hold an annual staff retreat in which year long, 
short term and long term goals are established, individual vision and 
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commitment is articulated, and continued community and camaraderie is 
developed. 
Teachers in this SLC will confer to evaluate and made decisions that affect 
instruction and the learning environment.  The members of the SLC will 
design a needs assessment instrument based on available data (student 
grades and standardized test results) to prioritize the academic, cultural, 
artistic and linguistic needs of our students and implement corresponding 
professional development.  Professional development meetings will take 
place primarily on monthly Banked days.  Off-School hours or off-track 
time for professional development will be promoted and implemented.  
Participants will be compensated through available funds. 
 
VIII.  Structure 
 
Overall Structure 
The Cultural Experience and Creative Arts Academy will be organized 
around the democratic principle of engaged consensus.  The members will 
be asked to reach consensus (or vote) on matters such as but not inclusive to 
budgetary and administrative concerns.  Members will also vote on 
leadership positions of the three standing committees.   
 
The committees will focus on Personalization, Curriculum, and Professional 
Development.  The Personalization committee will deal in matters of student 
activities outside of the classroom such as leadership, assemblies, field trips, 
cultural resources, showcases and SLC wide performances/activities.  The 
Curriculum committee will deal with all matters of the classroom including 
procedures and protocols, intervention, assessment, curriculum development 
and implementation.  The Professional Development committee will develop 
resources and connections that will help teacher members more effectively 
serve the students and parents of the CECA Academy. 
The Lead Teacher and the SLC Counselor will do all assignments and 
scheduling for the Matrix. 
 
Counseling Component 
The SLC Counselor has three primary objectives: 1) to maintain and update 
a SLC student database that will aid and inform teachers in their curricular 
decisions, 2) to keep abreast of and disseminate all information and changes 
relevant to students’ academic and graduation requirements, and 3) to work 
toward 100% of student enrollment in college or professional/vocational 
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school enrollment by becoming knowledgeable of a wide range of colleges 
and establishing working relationships with college recruiters and 
counselors.  The SLC Counselor will also work closely with the Lead 
Teacher to provide appropriate and effective intervention programs to 
students.  The SLC counselor will collaborate with the SLC Lead Teacher to 
overview the effectiveness and maintenance of CECA Advisories as well as 
developing a Parent Committee. 
 
Teacher Leadership 
All SLC Teacher members will take responsibility for the sustainability of 
the SLC.  They are expected to participate in all SLC activities including 
professional development seminars, retreats and presentations as well as 
work with other members in promoting and adhering to class and school 
procedures and protocols.  Each teacher will have an SLC Advisory during 
which the implement the designated curriculum as well as work toward 
Advisory Social/Academic Objectives as determined by the SLC. 
 
 
Student Leadership 
Advisory representatives will be elected and meet periodically to discuss 
upcoming events and issues concerning student involvement in the SLC and 
overall school community.  Student representatives will also have 
opportunities to present suggestions, to the SLC Staff, regarding student 
involvement, through the Personalization Committee.  It will also be the 
responsibility of Representatives to keep fellow students informed of 
upcoming activities and SLC news.  This could be done through class 
presentations and newsletter publications.  A Leadership Group will be 
established. 
 
Parent Leadership 
Parents will be invited and encouraged to provide feedback, discuss and 
participate in academy decisions through a parents committee that will meet 
once a month as well as through individual parent conferences with teachers 
and committees.  Parents will work with leadership to develop community 
programs and connections through involvement in organizing and 
participating in showcases, field trips, independent projects, fundraising, 
class visits and other academic functions and activities. It is a primary goal 
of the CECA Academy for the Parent Committee to become a valued, 
engaged and equal component of our SLC Leadership.  
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